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Abstract: A γ relaxation dielectric loss peak has been measured in the temperature range 113 - 163 K for a series of
epoxy resins based on diglycidyl ether bisphenol-A (DGEBA) containing varying amounts of functional network
modifier. Analysis of the temperature dependence of the loss peak frequency has shown that the relaxation pro-
cess can best be described in terms of a thermally assisted tunnelling displacement of a proton, termed activated
tunnelling. The parameters derived not only fit the experimental data well, but have a clear physical origin that is
shown to be consistent with the network topology as expressed through the glass transition temperature. The
maximum temperature for which such behavior is observable has been determined and shown to be consistent
with the measurements.
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1. Introduction

Epoxy resins (ER) constitute a class of thermosetting polymers that finds uses in many different
applications, including as adhesives, matrix polymers in high strength composites and as electrical
insulation. While epoxy resins may be divided into cycloaliphatic, phenol-formaldehyde, bi-
sphenol-based classes [1–4], many common ER systems are based upon diglycidyl ethers of bisphenol
A (DGEBA). Such materials are often cured through the use of amine or anhydride groups. Both amine
and anhydride hardeners are widely used commercially, whereas anhydride-cured materials are fa-
vored in certain sectors, including the electrical industry, as a consequence of characteristics such as
low shrinkage during curing giving dimensional stability and low energy release during curing, which
is important in maintaining isothermal conditions throughout large castings [5].

Modification of ER networks can be achieved through the inclusion of reactive components that
become covalently bonded into the molecular architecture. This strategy has been used for tailoring
the mechanical properties of ERs, where the additives are termed reactive diluents. For example, this
approach has been employed to improve impact performance through the incorporation of reactive
diluents based upon hydroxyl-terminated polyesters [12], polyurethane-based systems [13] and liquid
crystalline polyurethane-imides [14]. From the electrical perspective, a comparable strategy has been
proposed, termed functional network modification, which seeks to exploit the changes in network
structure that result from the incorporation of so-called functional network modifiers (FNM) in two
ways. First, such an approach enables specific functional groups to be introduced into the network,
with the potential that such moieties may act as charge traps that can affect charge transport and the
breakdown characteristics of the system. A number of studies have considered such effects with re-
spect to stoichiometric imbalances in anhydride- and amine-cured ERs: while a moderate (~20%) ex-
cess of epoxide groups reduces DC conductivity at temperatures below the glass transition tempera-
ture (Tg), an excess of amine groups was found to promote conduction [15]; elsewhere, a comparable
excess of anhydrides resulted in a pronounced reduction in AC breakdown strength in both the base
ER and a nano-filled equivalent [16]. In contrast, an increase in breakdown strength of 10% was seen
on incorporating glycidyl 4-nonylphenyl ether into an epoxy network (constant, optimal epoxy/amine
stoichiometry) [17], while an increase of twice this magnitude was observed on adding a glycidyl
polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane into the same base epoxy system (again, constant, optimal epoxy/amine stoichiometry) [18].

The variations in network topology consequent to the introduction of FNMs have the potential to affect the molecular dynamics of the system. Numerous studies of the dielectric response of ERs have been undertaken and, in general, ionic conduction plus three dipolar loss processes are considered, the latter being termed, \( \alpha \), \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \), which are conventionally interpreted as follows. Ionic conduction manifests itself at low frequencies and at high temperature (above \( T_g \)) within the dielectric spectra and is associated with a process of electrode charging as a consequence of ionic mobility [19]. As the temperature is reduced, the free volume in the system is reduced, such that the motion of large chain segments is inhibited. The dipolar dielectric relaxation process related to the long range cooperative motion of chains at and above \( T_g \) is termed the \( \alpha \) relaxation [20-22]. Below \( T_g \), the local motion of smaller dipolar units results, first, in the \( \beta \) relaxation which, in epoxies, is generally associated with the local rotational motion of pendant hydroxyl groups relative to the chain backbone, [23-25]. Finally, at yet lower temperatures, the \( \gamma \) relaxation is observed, albeit that its origin is of some dispute, with two potential molecular origins being proposed. First, the epoxy \( \gamma \) relaxation has been ascribed to the presence of unreacted moieties, notably epoxide groups within the system [26-31]; second, it has been related to the local motions of backbone sequences, such as methylene sequences including ether groups [20, 32-36].

Our recent studies set out to re-examine the origins of the dielectric processes described above (i.e. ionic conduction, \( \alpha \), \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \) relaxations), using the strategy of functional network modification as a means of adjusting network topology in a controlled and systematic way. Specifically, in this paper, we report on the effect of two related FNM moieties upon the dielectric \( \gamma \) relaxation in an anhydride-cured model diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A epoxy resin. Subsequently, we extend the concepts presented here to the higher temperature relaxations and to other systems, results that will be reported in due course.

2. Experimental

2.1 Materials

The base epoxy resin used in this study was a diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A (DGEBA), commercially known as DER 332, which was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (CAS-No: 25068-38-6, molar mass: 384.6 g/mol). This bifunctional monomer was used in conjunction with two monofunctional epoxy-terminated functional network modifiers (FNM), namely, glycidyl hexadecyl ether (GHE) and glycidyl 4-nonylphenyl ether (GNPE), also obtained from Sigma Aldrich. The chemical structure of each of these compounds is shown in Figure 1. The manufacturer’s quoted epoxide equivalent weight (EEW) of DER 332 is 172-176 g mol\(^{-1}\), while the EEW of GHE and GNPE is, respectively, 298.50 g mol\(^{-1}\) and 276.41 g mol\(^{-1}\). The resin was cured using Aradur HY 925 (supplied by Huntsman), which is composed of methyltetrahydrophthalic anhydride (CAS-No: 11070-44-3 – molar mass: 153.8 g mol\(^{-1}\)) combined with a trichloro(N,N-dimethyloctylamine)boron amine complex initiator (BCl3:DMOA, CAS-No: 34762-90-8). In all the systems considered here, the stoichiometry was calculated to ensure a constant ratio of anhydride to epoxy groups. Previously, we examined stoichiometry effects in a comparable epoxy/anhydride system to that used here, concluding that a 1 : 1 molar ratio of epoxide to anhydride groups is optimal, within experimental uncertainties [37, 38]. The material that does not contain any FNM is hereafter termed the reference system. The systems containing the FNM are referred to as XAGHE or XAGNPE, where X represents the percentage of epoxide groups in the system that was derived from the indicated FNM, A signifies anhydride curing and, GHE or GNPE indicates the appropriate FNM. The various formulations used are listed in Table 1.
Figure 1. The chemical structure of the resin, hardener and functional network modifiers used in this study.

Table 1. Composition of the four systems considered in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material System</th>
<th>Epoxy Resin / g</th>
<th>Hardener / g</th>
<th>FNM / g</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30AGHE</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20AGHE</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30AGNPE</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Sample Preparation

To fabricate the required samples, the resin was first preheated at 323 K for 1 h, to reduce its viscosity, before the required masses of resin and FNM were combined and mixed together using a magnetic stirrer. After 5 min of mixing, the appropriate mass of the anhydride hardener was added to the mixture and the mixing continued for another 5 min. Then, the three-component mixture was degassed in a vacuum oven until no bubbles could be seen in the material and introduced into preassembled steel molds with the required dimensions. All samples were cured in a fan oven using the following two-step protocol. First, they were held at 363 K for 2 h, in order to allow the anhydride initiation reaction to take place, before the temperature was increased to 423 K and held for a further 4 h to complete the curing reaction. The resulting samples were finally removed from the molds and stored under vacuum until use. This is consistent with recommended protocols for comparable commercial systems and was derived from a prior optimization study [38].

The samples so produced were nominally 200 μm in thickness and, for electrical characterization, were gold sputtered with opposing circular electrodes, 20 mm in diameter, to ensure good contact between the test cell electrodes and the sample surface.

2.3 Material Characterisation

The glass transition temperature, \( T_g \), of the various samples was measured by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), using a Perkin Elmer DSC7 instrument after calibration with high purity indium. For each epoxy system, the thermal behavior of specimens ~10 mg in mass was recorded over two successive heating cycles, in order to erase the prior thermal history of each sample. Each heating scan was conducted from 303 K to 443 K with a cooling scan between the two heating cycles. The heating/cooling rate was kept constant at 10 K min\(^{-1}\) throughout the experiment. The data reported here all originate from the second heating scan.
Dielectric data were acquired using a Schlumberger SI 1260 impedance/phase gain analyzer, connected to a Solartron 1296 dielectric interface system. A Janis Research STVP-200-XG cryostat sample holder system was used to control the sample temperature. In this way, it was possible to acquire dielectric spectra over the frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 0.1 MHz from 113 K to 453 K. The applied AC voltage was 1 V peak-to-peak throughout.

3. Results

3.1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry

The effect of changes in molecular composition on network architecture was, initially, examined by DSC; the observed variations in the DSC $T_g$ are indicated in Table 2. From this, it is evident that the inclusion of either monofunctional FNM lowers $T_g$, and that for systems containing the same molar content of FNM, the presence of GHE results in a larger reduction in $T_g$ than does GNPE. That is, the glass transition temperature of 20AGHE (323 ± 2 K) and 30AGNPE (325 ± 2 K) are equivalent, within experimental uncertainties, while that of 30AGHE was measured, by DSC, as 309 ± 2 K. This final figure is, however, close to the operating limits of our DSC and is therefore best considered as representing an upper limit.

The glass transition temperature of highly crosslinked network polymers such as the epoxy resins considered here is determined by three factors: the crosslink density in the system; the free volume present; the stiffness of molecular segments between network nodes.

Each molecule of DER 332 can be considered to contain two epoxides plus, on average, a small fraction of one hydroxyl group while the anhydride hardener behaves as a bifunctional monomer. As such, substitution of epoxide groups from DGEBA with epoxide groups from either GHE or GNPE – which are only able to react through their single terminal epoxide group – will directly serve to reduce the crosslink density within the system. However, this cannot be the only factor at play, since the depression in $T_g$ in 30AGHE is greater than that seen in 30AGNPE where, in both cases, the same extent of epoxy substitution has occurred. As such, we suggest that the molecular structure of the FNM is also important; here, the alkyl chain in GHE contains sixteen carbon atoms while that in GNPE contains only nine. Consequently, additional free volume should be introduced by the GHE, which is consistent with published work on the effect on $T_g$ of GHE [17] and of FNMs with long chain alkyl groups [39]. Secondly, the GNPE contains an aromatic ring within its chemical structure, which may interact physically with the aromatic rings within the backbone of the epoxy network, thereby restricting the mobility of the overall branching moiety. This process is consistent with the effect of aromatic structures on both the thermal stability of epoxy resins [2] and on $T_g$ [40].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample ID</th>
<th>$T_g$ (ºK)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>375 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30AGHE</td>
<td>309 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20AGHE</td>
<td>323 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30AGNPE</td>
<td>325 ± 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 The Dielectric Gamma Relaxation

Figure 2 presents imaginary relative permittivity data obtained from all four of the systems considered here, acquired at temperatures from 113 K to 163 K i.e. within the temperature range commonly associated with the dielectric $\gamma$ process in DGEBA-based epoxy resins [41, 42]. The four plots reveal peaks in $\varepsilon''$ that, for all formulations, fall within the frequency range 1 – 10 Hz at 113 K. Increasing the temperature results in a progressive increase in the measured values of $\varepsilon''$ and a displacement of the peak maximum to higher frequencies; with an extent varying from system to system. Figure 3 compares the form of each system’s $\gamma$ relaxation at 113 K and at 153 K. This latter temperature was chosen since the behavior of the reference system in particular reveals evidence of the $\beta$ relaxation moving into the considered frequency range at temperature ≥ 153 K, which manifests itself as an increase in $\varepsilon''$ with decreasing frequency below ~1 Hz. At the lower temperature, Figure 3a, the $\gamma$ relaxation in the reference system is characterized by a peak, maximum at ~10 Hz, while both 30AGHE and
30AGNPE exhibit comparable peak shapes, albeit with peak maxima close to 1 Hz. The $\gamma$ relaxation in 20AGHE is rather different in that, while the peak maximum also falls close to 1 Hz, it appears to be accompanied by a shoulder ranging from $\sim$100 Hz to $\sim$1000 Hz. Significant variations in peak shape are also evident in the data acquired at 153 K, Figure 3b. In the case of the reference epoxy, the shape of the $\gamma$ relaxation peak at 153 K appears equivalent to that seen at 113 K, but with the peak maximum displaced from $\sim$10 Hz to approaching 100 Hz. In contrast, the shape of the 30AGNPE $\gamma$ relaxation peak at 153 K is very different from that seen at 113 K. In all cases the peak maximum value of $\varepsilon''$ increases with increasing temperature, see Figure 2, in line with previously reported behavior [43]. The behavior of the different formulations is evaluated in the following sections using a master curve approach to identify and quantitatively analyze significant variations.

**Figure 2.** Effect of composition on the frequency dependence of the imaginary part of the relative permittivity, $\varepsilon''$. (a) reference epoxy; (b) 30AGHE; (c) 20AGHE; (d) 30AGNPE. In each case the data shown were acquired at the following temperatures: $\times$113 K; $\bigcirc$123 K; $\triangle$133 K; $\triangledown$143 K; $\Box$153 K; $\Diamond$163 K.
Figure 3. Plots of the frequency dependence of the imaginary part of the relative permittivity, \( \varepsilon'' \), comparing the behaviour of the formulations at (a) 113 K and (b) 153 K: ○ reference epoxy; △ 30AGHE; ▽ 20AGHE; □ 30AGNPE.

Reference Epoxy System

The master curve for the reference epoxy, Figure 4, demonstrates that the data obtained at different temperatures exhibit the same frequency dependence. The relationship to the characteristic frequency of the reference curve has been moved to the figure caption in this and the following sub-sections. Such data have commonly been analyzed assuming an Arrhenius behavior:

\[
f_p = A_0 \exp \left(-\frac{E_a}{kT}\right)
\]

where \( f_p \) is the loss peak frequency, \( E_a \) represents the Arrhenius activation energy, \( A_0 \) is a constant, \( T \) is the absolute temperature and \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant.

Figure 4. Plots for the reference epoxy system γ relaxation, generated from the imaginary relative permittivity data shown in Figure 2a: × 113 K; ○ 123 K; △ 133 K; ▽ 143 K; □ 153 K; ○ 163 K; × 173 K. The relative shift in frequency and the relative shift in \( \varepsilon'' \) at each of the indicated temperatures are represented by ●.
In line with this, \( \ln f_p \) is plotted against \( 1/T \) in Figure 5a, which leads to an activation energy, \( E_a \), of 0.048 ± 0.005 eV (see Table 3); the quoted uncertainty bounds in this and other parameters were derived from standard error values obtained from the indicated fitted line. Published values for the Arrhenius activation energy of the \( \gamma \) relaxation of epoxy resins commonly range from 0.1 eV to 0.4 eV [27, 43, 44] and have been associated with a number of different molecular entities, including unreacted chain ends [26] and, notably, unreacted epoxide groups [27], and the thermally activated motion of chain segments. In [45] the \( \gamma \) relaxation was related to motion of main-chain sequences of methylene groups, while in [35] it was related to polar ether linkages within the chain structure. However, while [33] ascribed the \( \gamma \) relaxation to main chain ether segments, evidence was also reported for an additional secondary process, which was proposed as being related to residual, unreacted epoxide groups: i.e. chain end moieties. The existence of multiple processes in the \( \gamma \) relaxation region of the dielectric spectrum was also suggested in [27] where a feature termed the \( \delta \) mode was reported, in addition to an epoxide-related \( \gamma \) mode. Recently, a study of stoichiometry effects in a related series of anhydride-cured epoxy resins based upon the same DGEBA-based epoxide pre-polymer used here similarly reported evidence of two contributions to the \( \gamma \) relaxation, which were termed \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \) [38].

**Figure 5.** Analysis of the temperature dependence of the reference epoxy system \( \gamma \) relaxation frequency: (a) Arrhenius plot of \( \ln f_p \) versus \( 1/T \); (b) activated tunnelling plot of \( \ln f_p \) versus \( T \).

In this work, \( \gamma_1 \) was found to dominate in the reference epoxy resin, was typically observed in the frequency range 1 – 10 Hz, was related to main-chain moieties and, was characterized by an Arrhenius activation energy around 0.07 eV. In contrast, \( \gamma_2 \) was observed at higher frequencies (kHz and above) and, being strongly dependent on system stoichiometry, was ascribed to unreacted branch/chain-end dipoles. This process was suggested to be characterized by an Arrhenius activation energy ~0.3 eV when the dominant unreacted moieties were epoxide groups. Here, the activation energy of the characteristic frequency of the \( \gamma \) -relaxation obtained using the Arrhenius approach (i.e. \( E_a = 0.048 \pm 0.005 \) eV) is somewhat lower than values found in the literature for similar systems. The Arrhenius analysis portrayed in Figure 5a also leads to the evaluation of the pre-exponential term, \( A_0 \), which in this case, has a value of 3000 ± 1200 Hz. In chemical reaction kinetics, the Arrhenius \( A_0 \) factor can be envisaged as a collision frequency and, as such, may be considered as an attempt frequency which, within the context of the processes considered here, should be related to the vibrational behavior of the relevant
structural unit. In the case of macromolecular systems, the so-called fingerprint region of the infra-red spectrum and terahertz spectra are associated with the cooperative motion of chain segments and, as such, it is to be expected that derived values for $A_0$ should be in the THz range, not the kHz range seen here. This discrepancy indicates that while the Arrhenius equation may provide an adequate mathematical description of the temperature dependence of the γ relaxation process, its physical interpretation is problematical here.

Hill and Dissado [46] have previously considered the temperature dependence of relaxation mechanisms in solids and contrasted thermally activated relaxation processes with mechanisms that involve quantum mechanical tunnelling through a potential barrier, where $\Delta$ represents the height of the potential barrier, either side of which lie potential energy minima separated by a distance $d_0$. Of specific relevance to the data presented above, they discussed [46] the concept of multi-phonon relaxation involving tunnelling relaxation between pairs of higher vibrational levels, energy $E_v$, within the double minima system, such that the height of the potential barrier above the relevant excited states is reduced to $(\Delta - E_v)$ and their spatial separation is reduced to $\Delta R$. This process they termed activated tunnelling and showed that the optimum relaxation rate, $f_p$, can then be written:

$$f_p = f_t \exp \left( \frac{2}{15} A^2 d_0^2 kT \right)$$

where $A$ and $f_t$ are constants. Furthermore, the constant $A$ can be written:

$$A = 4\pi (2m^*)^{1/2} h^{-1}$$

where $m^*$ is the effective mass of the relevant tunnelling particle and $h$ is Planck’s constant; the zero temperature rate constant, $f_t$, is then written:

$$f_t = f_0 \exp \left\{ -Ad_0 \left( \frac{8\Delta}{15} \right)^{1/2} \right\}$$

where $f_0$ is the vibration frequency of the particle at the energy minima which, for the double minima system of the model, is given by:

$$f_0 = \frac{2}{\pi} \left( \frac{2\Delta}{m^* d_0^2} \right)^{1/2}$$

Analysis of the temperature dependence of $f_t$ therefore directly yields the value of $d_0$ and $f_t$. Use of the expression giving $f_t$ in terms of $d_0$ and $\Delta$ together with the experimental value of $f_t$ then allows both $\Delta$ and $f_0$ to be evaluated.

Specifically, this analysis considered experimental data obtained from a number of polymeric systems, demonstrated a linear temperature dependence of the log of the relaxation rate with $T$ and, showed that if the relevant particle were assumed to be characterized by a hydrogenic proton mass, then this leads to values of $\Delta$ in the range $0.31 - 0.65$ eV and $d_0$ values of 0.2 – 0.25 nm in all four of the polymers considered. As pointed out, $d_0$ values in the above range for protonic masses are consistent with the rotation around C-C bonds. Following this approach, $\ln f_p$ is plotted against $T$ in Figure 5b, which demonstrates a good linear relationship between these quantities. Implementing the specific interpretation described above leads to values for $f_0$ and $\Delta$ of 68 ± 5 THz and 0.77 ± 0.05 eV respectively, Table 3. Unlike for the thermally activated Arrhenius analysis portrayed in Figure 5a, both of these values are physically reasonable.
Table 3. Derived parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Arrhenius</th>
<th>Activated Tunnelling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$A_0$ / THz</td>
<td>$E_a$ / eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>$(1 - 3) \times 10^9$</td>
<td>0.048 ± 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30AGHE</td>
<td>0.4 - 7</td>
<td>0.271 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20AGHE</td>
<td>$(2 - 8) \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.146 ± 0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30AGNPE</td>
<td>$(7 - 160) \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

30AGHE

The $\gamma$ relaxation master curve generated for the 30AGNE system is presented in Figure 6. Reference to the characteristic frequency of the reference curve is in the figure caption. As in Figure 4, these results also evince excellent correspondence between the data obtained at different temperatures and, for consistency with the above discussion, quantitative analysis was undertaken using both the Arrhenius equation and according to the activated tunnelling theory [46].

![Master plot for the 30AGHE epoxy system $\gamma$ relaxation](image_url)

**Figure 6.** Master plot for the 30AGHE epoxy system $\gamma$ relaxation, generated from the imaginary relative permittivity data shown in Figure 2b: $\times$ 113 K; ○ 123 K; △ 133 K; ▽ 143 K; □ 153 K; ◇ 163 K. The relative shift in frequency and the relative shift in $\varepsilon''$ at each of the indicated temperatures are represented by ●.

Equivalent plots to those of Figure 5 for the reference system are shown in Figure 7 for 30AGNE, from which it is evident that plotting $\ln(f)$ against both $1/T$ and $T$ leads to linear dependencies and, therefore, both approaches well describe the experimental data. The Arrhenius plot for 30AGNE gives values for the pre-exponential $A_0$ parameter that fall in the range 0.4 – 7 THz and an activation energy of 0.271 ± 0.002 eV – values that are markedly different from those found in the reference epoxy system. Indeed, as discussed above, this value for $E_a$ is consistent with published Arrhenius activation energy values for epoxy-based systems [27, 43, 44], while the pre-exponential $A_0$ parameter is physically reasonable, falling as it does in the THz frequency range and therefore being consistent with the vibrational frequencies of chain segments. The activated tunnelling analysis, Figure 7b, leads to values...
of \( f_0 \) and \( \Delta \) of 17.4 ± 0.4 THz and 0.304 ± 0.001 eV respectively (see, Table 3), which, unlike in the case of the reference system, are in line with results obtained from the Arrhenius plot.

Figure 7. Master Analysis of the temperature dependence of the 30AGHE system \( \gamma \) relaxation frequency: (a) Arrhenius plot of \( \ln f_p \) versus \( 1/T \); (b) activated tunnelling plot of \( \ln f_p \) versus \( T \).

**20AGHE**

Figure 8 shows the \( \gamma \) relaxation master curve generated for the 20AGHE system. Reference to the characteristic frequency of the reference curve is in the figure caption. Compared to the previous two systems, correspondence between the data sets obtained at the different temperatures is less good in this case, as a consequence of variations in the peak shape at lower temperatures. While excellent correspondence is evident at temperatures above 133 K, below this temperature, the peak becomes increasingly broadened.

Figure 8. Master plot for the 20AGHE epoxy system \( \gamma \) relaxation, generated from the imaginary relative permittivity data shown in Figure 2c. \( \times \) 113 K; \( \bigcirc \) 123 K; \( \triangle \) 133 K; \( \triangledown \) 143 K; \( \square \) 153 K; \( \bigtriangleup \) 163 K. The relative shift in frequency and the relative shift in \( \varepsilon'' \) at each of the indicated temperatures are represented by \( \bullet \).
Figure 9 shows the derived peak frequencies plotted according to the Arrhenius and activated tunnelling approaches. Comparison of these two plots shows that while the data correspond extremely well to the latter model, correspondence with the Arrhenius equation is relatively poor in that, when \( \ln f_p \) is plotted against \( 1/T \), the data appear to fall on a curve rather than being scattered randomly around the best fit line. This issue may be related to some experimental error in the data acquired from this sample at low temperature, where the shape of the relaxation peak appears to vary. Alternatively, the variation in the peak shape may be genuine, leading to uncertainty in evaluating the correct peak shift, which would feed through into an error in the value of \( f_i \). Nevertheless, the \( R^2 \) value for this plot is still acceptably high at 0.9884 and, therefore, the Arrhenius \( A_0 \) and \( E_a \) values were evaluated using the fit shown, leading to values of 20–80 MHz and 0.146 ± 0.008 eV respectively. In contrast, the activated tunnelling approach, Figure 9b, shows an excellent linear dependence when \( \ln f_0 \) is plotted against \( T \); the indicated line equates to an \( R^2 \) value of 1.0000 and leads to values of \( f_0 = 25.35 ± 0.01 \) THz and \( \Delta = 0.3462 ± 0.0001 \) eV (Table 3).

![Figure 9](image)

**Figure 9.** Analysis of the temperature dependence of the 20AGHE system \( \gamma \) relaxation frequency: (a) Arrhenius plot of \( \ln f_p \) versus \( 1/T \); (b) activated tunnelling plot of \( \ln f_p \) versus \( T \).  

**30AGNPE**

The \( \gamma \) relaxation master curve for the 30AGNPE system is shown in Figure 10, which again reveals excellent correspondence between the data acquired at most temperatures, albeit that a degree of deviation is evident below the peak maximum in the case of the data acquired at the two highest temperatures, 153 K and 163 K, presumably, as a consequence of the \( \beta \) relaxation moving into the accessible frequency range. The derived characteristic frequency values are plotted in the form of \( \ln f_p \) versus \( 1/T \) and \( T \) in Figures 11a and 11b respectively. It is evident that this Arrhenius plot, Figure 11a, is characterized by a high degree of curvature; this is comparable in form to that seen in Figure 9a, but much more marked (\( R^2 = 0.9204 \)). Values of \( A_0 \) and \( E_a \) determined from the best fit line to the complete data set are presented in Table 3. However, in view of the possible perturbing influence of the \( \beta \) relaxation implied by the variation in peak shape evinced by Figure 10, it may be argued that the characteristic frequency values acquired from this material at the two highest temperatures are unreliable but, even neglecting these two data points, the remaining data are still not scattered about a straight line.
Figure 10. Master plot for the 30AGNPE epoxy system \( \gamma \) relaxation, generated from the imaginary relative permittivity data shown in Figure 2d: \( \times \) 113 K; \( \bigcirc \) 123 K; \( \triangle \) 133 K; \( \nabla \) 143 K; \( \square \) 153 K; \( \diamond \) 163 K; \( \ast \) 173 K; \( \bigcirc \) 183 K; \( \ast \) 193 K. The relative shift in frequency and the relative shift in \( \varepsilon'' \) at each of the indicated temperatures are represented by \( \bullet \).

To demonstrate this point, the data were reanalyzed with these two highest temperature data points neglected, giving the dashed line in Figure 11a, \( R^2 = 0.9364 \), \( A_0 \) in the range 0.3 – 4 MHz and \( E_a = 0.15 \pm 0.02 \) eV. Figure 11b presents the same data plotted according to activated tunnelling; this reveals better conformity to a linear relationship \( (R^2 = 0.9901) \) and gives values of \( f_0 = 26.4 \pm 0.9 \) THz and \( \Delta = 0.380 \pm 0.002 \) eV, Table 3.

Figure 11. Analysis of the temperature dependence of the 30AGNPE system \( \gamma \) relaxation frequency: (a) Arrhenius plot of \( \ln f_0 \) versus \( 1/T \); (b) activated tunnelling plot of \( \ln f_0 \) versus \( T \).
4. Discussion

The previous section has presented an analysis of the gamma relaxation in four epoxy systems according to two different theories. These four systems are closely related, differing only in the number of FNM moieties introduced and the nature of the FNM. The effect of FNH molar loading level is revealed through consideration of the reference, 20AGHE and 30AGHE sample set; any effects arising from changes in the structure of the FNM at constant molar loading level is revealed by comparison of 30AGHE and 30AGNPE; additionally, the system 20AGHE was chosen for study to provide a material with a comparable \( T_g \) to that of 30AGNPE. It is reasonable to expect that such systematic variations in composition/network topology should be reflected in systematic variations in the characteristics of the \( \gamma \) relaxation since, ultimately, this is defined by the structure and molecular composition of the system.

Before comparing the effect of FNM loading and nature upon the \( \gamma \)-relaxation it is necessary to consider further the processes involved in thermal activation and activated tunnelling. Thermal activation considers the probability of a moiety being excited from one state to another over a potential barrier at a temperature \( T \) and, as such, the Arrhenius equation is essentially an attempt frequency multiplied by the probability of success, as given by the Boltzmann factor. Activated tunnelling also involves thermal activation to an excited state but, then, considers the possibility of tunnelling through the barrier when excitation occurs to a level below the top of the barrier. As such, activated tunnelling involves two factors: the probability of activation to levels above the ground state that is exponentially reduced by the normal Boltzmann factor; and the tunnelling probability at that level. As the top of the barrier is approached, so the width of the barrier is reduced, thereby exponentially increasing the probability of tunnelling through it. This leads to the concept of an optimum excitation level, corresponding to an optimum of these two competing factors. Clearly, a condition also exists whereby the optimum excitation level corresponds to thermal activation to the top of the potential barrier, at which point, the activated tunnelling and Arrhenius approaches are effectively equivalent. As such, for the tunnelling component to be significant, activated tunnelling must involve thermal excitation to an excited state within the local potential well that is below the top of the energy barrier; this process is therefore, necessarily limited to low temperatures, whereby the condition of low temperatures is defined by:

\[
T < \frac{(7.5 \Delta)^{1/2}}{Ad_0 k}
\]

Thus, as the height of the potential barrier, \( \Delta \), decreases so does the temperature range over which activated tunnelling is experimentally distinguishable from Arrhenius behavior. Although the precise form of the above equation is dependent on the shape of the potential barrier, substitution of the estimated parameter values, Table 3, allow the behavior of the different materials to be compared.

First the reference system and 30AGHE are compared. These materials differ in that 30% of the epoxide groups from the DGEBA in the reference system have been substituted with the same number of epoxide groups from the monofunctional GHE. Values for \( \Delta \), \( A \) and \( d_0 \) for the reference epoxy lead to an estimated maximum temperature of applicability of activated tunnelling that is in excess of 500 K. Conversely, for 30AGHE, it is estimated that excitation to the top of the barrier will occur at \( T \sim 140 \) K; how close to 140 K the activated tunnelling expression holds depends upon the detailed dependence of the energy upon position close to the top of the barrier. Nevertheless, it is to be expected that above 140 K both approaches should fit equally well and lead to equivalent derived parameter values, as is found. Furthermore, the Arrhenius expression would be expected to lead to a slightly reduced pre-exponential frequency, due to the reduction of vibration frequencies at and above the energy maxima in a double minima energy well.

Consider now the intermediate composition system, 20AGHE. Comparison of the Arrhenius parameter values obtained from this system with those obtained from the reference and 30AGHE reveals that both the pre-exponential term \( A_0 \) and the Arrhenius activation energy, \( E_a \), are intermediate in value, suggesting that both these parameters vary monotonically with composition. Furthermore, as \( T_g \) drops progressively from the reference system, through 20AGHE to 30AGHE, so both \( A_0 \) and \( E_a \) increase. Evaluating, as above, the temperature at which the optimum excitation level reaches the top of
the potential barrier leads to a value of ~210 K, somewhat above the maximum temperature of the reported measurements. This suggests that at the higher temperatures of the measured data the behavior should show some trend away from activated tunnelling towards an Arrhenius behavior which is not evident in Figure 9b. It is possible that the maximum temperature has been underestimated due to assumptions about the shape of the potential surface in the barrier region. Furthermore quantum mechanical tunnelling is probabilistic and thermal activation will occur to a range of different excited states such that it would be expected that activated tunnelling would go smoothly over to Arrhenius behavior and by considering this, we estimate that when the optimum excitation level approaches within 10% of the barrier energy, activation over the barrier will contribute considerably to the overall process. Since such activations result in less than the optimal rate they will contribute to $e^*(f)$ at frequencies below the peak value and can be expected to result in changes to the shape of the peak. Necessarily, in this region the details of the energy surface become highly influential.

Moving now to 30AGNPE, comparison of the Arrhenius plots and derived parameter values obtained from 20AGHE and 30AGNPE, Table 3, reveals strong similarities. In both 20AGHE and 30AGNPE, the Arrhenius plot exhibits curvature, with an increase in the gradient as $1/T$ diminishes. In both 20AGHE and 30AGNPE, the derived pre-exponential $A_0$ term falls in the MHz range and, therefore, is intermediate between the kHz value derived from the reference epoxy and the THz value derived from the 30AGHE. In both 20AGHE and 30AGNPE, the derived activation energy, $E_a$, falls in the range 0.15 – 0.18 eV and therefore, again, is intermediate in magnitude between the values obtained from the reference epoxy and 30AGHE. Furthermore, evaluating the temperature at which the optimum excitation level reaches the top of the barrier in 30AGNPE leads to a value of ~220 K – close to that found in 20AGHE suggesting, again, that in this system the higher part of the temperature range at which the gamma relaxation is readily examined experimentally corresponds to that in which activated tunnelling is going over to thermal activation. To examine this notion further, Arrhenius fits to just the three lowest and three highest temperature data points shown in Figure 11 were evaluated leading, respectively, to $A_0$ and $E_a$ parameters of $A_0 \sim 0.25$ kHz and $E_a \sim 0.06$ eV (lowest temperatures) and $A_0 \sim 100$ THz and $E_a \sim 0.4$ eV (highest temperatures). That is, parameters values that are comparable, respectively, to those determined from Arrhenius fits to the data obtained from the reference system and 30AGHE. Furthermore the Arrhenius activation energy value derived from the highest temperature data (~0.4 eV) is comparable to that obtained from the activated tunnelling analysis of the complete data set (0.380 ± 0.002).

It is evident from a mathematical perspective that, for a single experimental data set, $\ln f_p$ cannot vary linearly with both $1/T$ (Arrhenius equation) and $T$, as would appear to be the case from Figure 7. If, as we suggest, pure thermal activation, as described by the Arrhenius equation is, in the case of the process considered here, just a manifestation of activated tunnelling above some material dependent temperature, then it is reasonable that (a) all the data sets should exhibit some degree of curvature when plotted in the form of $\ln f_p$ against $1/T$ and (b) that this should be well represented in all materials at all temperatures by activated tunnelling. This is indeed evident in Figure 12, which presents all the experimental data discussed above plotted in the form of $\ln f_p$ against $1/T$ together with the associated fits to the activated tunnelling theory: varying degrees of curvature are evident in all the data sets; this is mirrored in all cases by the relevant activated tunnelling fit.
Figure 12. Plots of ln \( f_p \) versus 1000/\( T \) showing the data for all four material formulations together with the activated tunnelling best fit lines: \( \square \) and solid line, reference epoxy; \( \triangle \) and long dash line, 30AGHE; \( \triangledown \) and short dash line, 20AGHE; \( \square \) and dash dot line, 30AGNPE.

While the molecular origin of the \( \gamma \) relaxation in the materials studied will be covered in detail in a subsequent paper, the parameters of the activated tunnelling model, Table 3, allow us to make some general deductions about the physical nature of the relaxation site. What can be seen is that, \( \Delta \) and \( f_0 \) increase, and \( d_0 \) decreases, for the order of materials, 30AGHE, 20AGHE, 30AGNPE and the reference system. This sequence of parameter values corresponds to an increasing restriction on the re-orienting dipole (tunnelling proton), i.e. the local structure at the dipole site becomes increasingly constrained. This is clearly consistent with the value of \( T_g \) which increases in the same order. It is therefore clear that the activated tunnelling model represents an excellent description of the data and one that has a well-founded physical basis.

5. Conclusions

It has been shown that an analysis of the characteristic relaxation frequency of the \( \gamma \) relaxation dielectric loss peak of a related series of epoxy resins in terms of the thermally assisted (activated) tunnelling of a proton at local sites provides a better description of the nature of this relaxation than the traditional Arrhenius theory. In addition to exhibiting a better fit to the data in a number of cases the activated tunnelling parameters provide a physical description of the potential surface of the relaxation site that can be correlated with material topological constraints, as expressed through the glass transition temperature. The maximum temperature for which activated tunnelling can be expected to apply has also been determined and shown to be consistent with the measuring range thereby allowing identification of a material in which activated tunnelling changes to Arrhenius behaviour at the higher temperatures of measurement.
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